Abstract This paper develops a structural symbol recognition method with integrated statistical features. It applies spatial organisation descriptors to the identified shape features within a fixed visual vocabulary that compose a symbol. It builds an attributed relational graph expressing the spatial relations between those visual vocabulary elements. In order to adapt the chosen vocabulary features to multiple and possible specialised contexts, we study the pertinence of unsupervised clustering to capture significant shape variations within a vocabulary class and thus refine the discriminative power of the method. This unsupervised clustering relies on cross-validation between several different cluster indices. The resulting approach is capable of determining part of the pertinent vocabulary and significantly increases recognition results with respect to the state-of-the-art. It is experimentally validated on complex electrical wiring diagram symbols.
Introduction
Graphics recognition has an extremely rich state-of-the-art literature in symbol recognition and localisation. However, most methods are targeted towards isolated line symbols, not for composed symbols connected to a complex environment [12, 27] . Considering the problem of symbol localisation in real documents, composed of individual parts and constrained by spatial relations for instance, one needs to be able to extract visual parts, characterise their shape description and formalise the possible links that exist between them. This integration of spatial relations and shape description of the extracted visual parts is going to be the core of this paper.
Among the existing state-of-the-art, structural approaches provide powerful representations, conveying how parts are connected to each other. However, relations [38, 44] do not exploit shape information as shape descriptors do. On the other hand, especially when symbols are not in simple linear and isolated form, but are composed of many elements, sometimes exhibiting subtle differences, global signal-based shape descriptors cannot provide optimal retrieval performance.
In this paper, we aim to combine both structural and statistical approaches and try to avoid the shortcomings of each of them. To do so, we decompose symbols by expressing their various parts in a fixed visual vocabulary, using spatial relations, graphs and signal-based descriptors to describe the whole shape. This paper is the extension of previous work [41, 44, 51] where we have established the significance of spatial relations for symbol recognition.
Related work
Studies related to the inclusion of spatial relations for symbol recognition, symbol representation and matching techniques as well as the performance analysis of several different struc-tural approaches can be found in Cordella and Vento [11, 12] , Lladós et al. [26, 27] . It seems to us that some of their limitations may be addressed by looking at their possible integration with statistical approaches.
In Cordella and Vento [11] , shape analysis for symbol recognition has been comprehensively addressed. Their context mainly consists of isolated binary shapes. In parallel, statistical approaches like global signal-based descriptors [4, 23, 47, [59] [60] [61] are usually quite fault tolerant to image distortions, since they tend to filter out small detail changes. This is unfortunately inconvenient in our context where symbols may either be very similar in shape-and only differ by slight details-or either be completely different from a visual point of view. Symbols may also be composed of other known and significant symbols and need not necessary be connected. Moreover, the previously mentioned methods difficultly accommodate with connected or composite symbols and their major drawbacks are due to deformation, composition with other symbols (which, in Yuen et al. [59] leads to unstable centroid detection, and thus errors in the ring projection) and occlusion over the boundary (leading to unstable tangents in shape context (SC) [4] , for instance). In some cases, researchers have been integrating descriptors [3, 40, 48] or have been combining several classifiers [49] to increase their performance, partially based on the idea presented in Tombre et al. [52] that off-the-shelf methods are primarily designed for applications where line symbols are isolated. In these statistical approaches, signatures are simple with low computational cost. However, discrimination power and robustness strongly depend on the selection of an optimal set of features for each specific application.
Besides global shape-based symbol description, another idea is to decompose the symbols into either vector-based primitives like points, lines, arcs, etc., or into meaningful parts like circles, triangles, rectangles, etc. These methods fall under structural approaches. They are then represented as attributed relational graphs (ARG) [8, 10] , region adjacency graphs (RAG) [26] , constraint networks [1] as well as deformable templates [54] . Their common drawback comes from error-prone raster-to-vector conversion. Those errors can increase confusions among different symbols. Furthermore, variability of the size of graphs leads to computational complexity in matching. However, structural approaches provide a powerful representation, conveying how parts are connected to each other, while also preserving generality and extensibility. Several other approaches are more focused on computing symbol signatures by taking some regions of interest in the document image [15, 37, 56] . These methods aim at providing faster matching in comparison with graph matching. On the other hand, they are dependent on the region of interest detector.
The overall conclusion is that one needs an appropriate image description so that the advantages of statistical features can be integrated with the expressiveness of structural approaches, thus providing generality and extensibility properties. This was already mentioned in Tombre [50] :
. . . the very structural and spatial nature of the information we work with makes structural methods quite natural in the community. Their efficient integration into methods which also take full advantage of statistical learning and classification is certainly the right path to take.
An interesting example that uses shape descriptions and relations to form a RAG is found in Bodic et al. [7] . The vector-based RAG is based on segmented regions which are labelled as vertices and geometric properties of adjacency relations are used to label edges. However, the approach is limited once segmented regions change with image transformations.
In the framework of stroke-based hand-drawn symbol recognition, two studies are interesting to consider [22, 25] . The first one is related to template-based matching. The other one uses an ARG where the vertices represent geometric primitives like lines and arcs, and the edges represent the geometric relationships between them. Matching is primarily based on graph matching or graph isomorphism [29] and is conceptually similar to [57] . These approaches perform well as long as the vertices are well separated and segmented (which is the case, since they are taken from online strokes and thus vectorisation difficulties are avoided). Recently,Coustaty el al. [13] introduced an interesting approach where a Galois lattice is used to classify structural signatures extracted by using the Hough transform. These structural signatures are based on a topological graph using five topological relations computed between the segments as well as their lengths (based on connected and disconnected topological configurations). The paper reports that Galois lattice-based classification is very robust to noise. This, however, may not provide consistent performance when symbols are found with other graphical elements or with possible texts within the image. Furthermore, since it is very dependent on the Hough transform-based segment extraction, it cannot easily incorporate more statistical shape descriptions and therefore is not suitable for our study.
Our approach is to integrate shape descriptors with spatial relations between the visual primitives that compose the symbol. In what follows, an outline of the proposed method will be explained.
Outline of the proposed method
Global signal-based descriptors can only be applied to isolated patterns. Bag-of-words approaches are widely used to overcome this problem, but require extensive training sets on the one hand, and do not take into account the global structure or arrangements between the extracted visual words. Furthermore, they usually lose the human-intuitive visual semantics of the symbol. In cases where not many training samples are available, or too costly to obtain; where the symbols' visual data itself are very redundant and overlapping, and where it is important that the symbol description matches a human sense of semantics, bag-of-words approaches are ill-suited. In previous work, we addressed some of these issues [44] and studied the possibility of having human semantics centred approaches [41] .
We assume that there is no extensive training set available (in our experimental setup, we use a catalogue of known symbols for aircraft electric wiring diagrams [53] , for which only one single instance for each symbol class is available) but that there is enough human expertise available to provide knowledge of what is considered discriminant between the various symbols. Therefore, the main idea behind the approach developed in this paper is to use a set of well defined, robust, high level visual part extractors, segmenting shapes into these discriminant elementary parts, we will refer to as visual vocabulary. The driving motivation behind this is that a library of well mastered, robust and generic extraction tools can replace statistical bag-of-words learning techniques when insufficient learning data are available, or as we shall show in Sect. 2.2, if the generic tools are not discriminant enough, it can be combined with unsupervised clustering techniques, to improve their discriminative power.
Once the symbols are segmented into their vocabulary parts, we can use the spatial relations between them [44] to express the global spatio-structural information of the shape. However, these relations do not express shape information in the same way shape descriptors do. The spatial relation descriptors express global pixel distributions between identified areas. The areas themselves are the result of the previously mentioned vocabulary extractors. Figure 1 depicts how our system operates. First visual primitives are extracted from a symbol. On the one hand, Fig. 1 An architecture of the proposed method that addresses structural method, integrated with statistical features. It uses ARG-based symbol description using spatial organisation and shape features of the visual vocabulary that compose a symbol they give structural information of the elementary shapes they represent. On the other hand, computing spatial relations expresses how these different shapes are positioned to one another within the symbol. The shapes are taken as nodes and the relations as arcs in an attributed relational graph representing the symbol. The recognition process relies on graph matching (which in this case is fairly trivial, as explained in Sect. 2, since all graph nodes are uniquely labelled and all instances of one specific vocabulary type are merged into one single node).
Unfortunately, our first experiments showed limitations when the vocabulary extraction operators were too broadly defined. The core of this paper is therefore to address this problem by introducing unsupervised clustering on the broad visual vocabulary classes, in order to refine them into more visually discriminant subclasses. This is made possible by the fact that, once segmented from their initial images, they form a sufficient number of training samples.
The remaining of the paper is organised as follows. We start by explaining our symbol description in Sect. 2, and more specifically, how spatial relation distributions are used as arc attributes between two vertices in our ARG framework. We then discuss unsupervised vocabulary clustering via shape analysis, allowing us to subdivide nodes into discriminant sub-shapes. In Sect. 3, our symbol recognition process is explained. Full experiments are reported in Sect. 4 and provides details of our unsupervised clustering and its validation by using several different cluster validation indices. The paper is concluded in Sect. 5.
Symbol description
This section describes the general symbol description approach we use: first, we describe the visual vocabulary, how it is obtained and the resulting ARG. Second, we extend this approach by introducing a more refined analysis of the visual data segmented from the vocabulary, in order to automatically detect visually coherent subclasses, using unsupervised classification.
Graph via visual vocabulary
As explained before, we are going to construct an ARG based on extracted visual components, linked together with their relative spatial distribution relations.
Visual vocabulary
While, in the general case, the extracted vocabulary can be of any kind and from any type of features, related to what is visually pertinent in the application context under consideration, our current vocabulary is related to electrical symbols. It We define a set of well-controlled visual primitives as a vocabulary. They are extracted with the help of classical image analysis operators [16, 24, 33] . Our vocabulary set consists of circles, corners, loose end extremities and thick (filled) components. Figure 2 shows a few examples.
Circle primitive
We use the algorithm as described in Lamiroy and Guebbas [24] which is based on random sample consensus minimisation.
Corner primitive
We only consider straight angle corners. They are extracted using a simple template matching process. Ifthe ratio of black and white pixels is greater than or equal to the template threshold, then the presence of corner is assessed.
Extremity primitive
We detect loose ends from the image skeleton pixels.
Thick primitive
We employ straightforward thin/thick separation by counting all thick connected components within the image. It takes place in a two-step process:
a. it uses standard skeletonisation using chamfer distance and computes the histogram of line thicknesses; and b. an optimal cut value is computed from the histogram to distinguish between thick zones and thin zones.
On the whole, our current implementation is based on [16, 33] that uses a straightforward histogram high-pass filter, following the line thickness in the document image.
In what follows, we shall refer to the set of vocabulary types as,
(1)
Graph-based representation
Rather than using the detected elements as a basis for expressing and computing spatial relations, we group them together according to their types, as shown in Fig. 2 . In a sense, a symbol is decomposed into (in our case) four layers, each of which represents either all thick components, all circles, all corners or all extremities. The symbol can then be represented by a complete ARG as a 4-tuple
• V is the set of vertices, • E ⊆ V × V is the set of graph edges, • F A : V → T is a function assigning attributes to the vertices. The assigned attribute is one of the extracted vocabulary classes.
• F E : E → R E is a function assigning labels to the edges where R represents spatial relations of the edge E as developed in Santhosh et al. [44] . Effects of spatial relations on recognition performance have already been examined comprehensively for scene understanding [2, 5] , document analysis and recognition tasks [32, 38, 44, 57] . Based on [19] , spatial relations can be 1. topological [18] such as disconnected, externally connected, overlap and contain or inside; 2. directional [6, 28, 55] such as north and south; and 3. metric such as near or far.
Previously mentioned approaches address only either topological or directional relations. Managing both comes at high computational costs. Even then, no existing model fully integrates topology. Our approach [42, 44] unifies both topological and directional information into one descriptor without any additional running time cost. Given two nodes, 1. it first uses their topological configuration to find a unique reference point; 2. from that reference point, a radial line is rotated over a cycle with a certain angular step, in order to cover a surrounding space; and 3. a directional relational histogram is computed at each angular step, accounting for the percentage of pixels of the studied visual primitives lying in that direction.
More formally, the proposed graph can be expressed as
Since this forms a complete graph, it is obvious that there exist r = t (t−1) 2 edges for t attribute types. The major intention of having fixed and completely labelled attributes is to avoid the NP-hardness of the matching problem [44] and also to keep coherence as vocabulary elements are semantically different.
Limitations and graph extension
Due to shape and size variation of the thick patterns, the discriminative power of this description (and therefore, the resulting retrieval performance) is sub-optimal [44] . Taking a closer look at the extracted thick patterns from different symbols (Fig. 3) , it is obvious that the shape and size of the thick pattern is related to category of the symbol from which it is assumed to be extracted. For instance, a thick pattern coming from a junction is different from a triangle-shaped one, such as a significant part of a diode symbol or from an arrow: , . Therefore, and in order to better distinguish these cases in the current ARG framework [(cf. Eq. (2)], we integrate shape descriptors and apply the shape features to label vertices.
Representing a single complete vertex via a global signalbased descriptor does not sufficiently exploit all available information since it is a collection of similar vocabulary type instances. We therefore introduce the following approach: since the number of thick patterns can be different from one symbol to another, the vertex labelled with the thick vocabulary type will be split into more specialised thick sub-vertices. This is done separately for all individual thick patterns.
where K is the number of thick patterns in a symbol. For any symbol, there thus obtain {G κ } κ=1,...,K ARGs. Figure 4 shows a description of the proposed approach. According to our description (cf. Fig. 4) , matching time will basically be increased in accordance with the number of thick patterns that compose the symbol. To reduce such a high time processing, we propose to use thick pattern clustering. The main idea developed in the next section is to refine the notion of thick patterns, by collectively considering all components extracted from the symbol set, to compute individual shape descriptors on each of the components and to apply unsupervised clustering to generate a set of visually similar subclasses within the thick pattern class as illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Shape-based thick pattern clustering
As said before, the main idea is to perform thick patterns clustering using shape descriptors so that patterns with different global appearances will fall under different clusters or groups. The collected thick patterns in a cluster are assumed to be extracted from similar types of symbols. Since we have no a priori knowledge of the number of shape variations or the number of thick patterns in a database, we are required to perform unsupervised clustering.
Our clustering framework
We basically follow two steps [20, 34] as explained below:
Step 1. Find the similarity or dissimilarity between every possible pair of thick patterns to create a distance (similarity or dissimilarity) matrix. This is achieved by representing a thick pattern p by a shape signature vector s p of size i. and then choosing δ(s a , s b ) , the distance (similarity or dissimilarity) metric between the signatures of thick patterns a and b. The outcome will of course be highly dependent on both the choice of the shape descriptor and the metric used. For instance, some of the more obvious metrics to construct the matrix are
Ways to choose and experimental validation of what combination of descriptor and metric give the best results are developed further in this paper.
Step 2. Group the similar thick patterns in the form of a hierarchical cluster tree. In order to group them, we have again a choice of measuring overall distances (linkage methods) between clusters. We have chosen to implement three different types of linkage methods. All methods rely on the previously defined distance matrix.
1. Single-linkage clustering is sometimes known by nearest neighbour clustering. In this method, the distance between two clusters is computed as the distance between the two closest elements in two clusters. Mathematically, the distance between two clusters c a and c b can be expressed as,
2. Complete-linkage clustering uses the maximum distance between the two clusters. Mathematically, it can be expressed as,
3. Average-linkage clustering uses the mean distance between elements of each cluster.
Applied to our specific context, we consider the similarity matrix from all thick patterns. An agglomerative hierarchical clustering scheme consists in erasing rows and columns in this similarity matrix each time clusters are grouped together. While grouping, similarity is based on the chosen metric and linkage method. At every merge, we update the similarity matrix by deleting the rows and columns and replacing the merged distance values by the above linkage value. We repeat the process until all clusters are merged or it reaches a preset cluster-threshold. Figure 5 shows an example of a dendrogram using agglomerative hierarchical clustering. In this illustration, the clustering process ends up with a single cluster. The similarity between pairs is simply taken from one of the above linkage distance computations. For instance, clusters c 1 and c 2 are merged at a distance of 1.5. This is also called the dendrogrammatic distance.
Until now, we have simplified the whole clustering process in two steps. However, there remain two unanswered questions.
1. Testing all possible combinations between both descriptor metrics and linkage methods will be time-consuming. Therefore, we shall try and compute an optimal combination via cluster verification. 2. What is the optimal number of clusters, or how and where to cut the cluster tree? Figure 5 only provides the clustering process until all clusters are merged, but not the cutoff threshold. To efficiently obtain the appropriate number of clusters, one either has to choose the threshold manually or set the best threshold by validating the clusters. Cluster validation requires either unsupervised or supervised approaches. Choices and experiments related to both cluster construction and validation will be developed in the next sections.
Cluster verification
Cluster analysis is highly sensitive to 1. shape descriptors, 2. distance metric selection and 3. linkage measure.
Approaches that use a different combination of distance metric and linkage method may yield different results (the choice of shape descriptors will be handled later). Furthermore, since the optimal combination depends on what shape signatures and data are being considered we need a dynamic approach to determine that optimum. Therefore, we are going to use the cophenetic correlation coefficient [9, 35, 46] for every combination and choose the best one before cluster validation.
In hierarchical clustering, the height of the link represents the distance between two clusters. This height is known as cophenetic distance.
Consider the original data S = {s i } having been clustered to produce a dendrogram Z . Letδ be the average value of all distance measures δ(s i , s j ) between the data samples and z be the average of the Z i, j , then the cophenetic correlation coefficient can be expressed as [9] Cop. Cor. Coeff.
where Z i, j is the dendrogrammatic distance between the model points from the linkage function. The dendrogrammatic distance is the height of the node at which these two points are first joined together. Figure 5 gives an example.
The cophenetic correlation coefficient expresses a combined measure between these two different sets of values: One is from distance metric and another is from linkage function. Therefore, if the clustering is valid, the linking of patterns in a cluster tree should have a strong correlation with the distance between the clusters themselves. That is, the cophenetic correlation coefficient closer to 1 is the one corresponding to the most accurately clustered patterns. To illustrate the idea, we take a set of arbitrary features to see how the cluster verification works and how we obtain the best combination of a distance metric and a linkage method. Figure 6 provides an example. We have provided the cophenetic correlation coefficient for all possible pairs of combinations. In this example, the combination of Euclidean distance metric and the average-linkage clustering method is found to be the best compared to others because the cophenetic correlation coefficient closer to 1. This means that we do not need to use remaining pairs for cluster validation. In Fig. 6 , the number of combinations can be increased by using some more distance metrics. This illustration is only intended to be a general overview of how this concept works.
Cluster validation
In this part, we will be focussing on determining the correct number of clusters. The number of clusters has an influence on the overall aimed recognition performance. For example,
• if too many clusters are defined, they will be small in size and their elements (even inter-cluster) will be highly similar, but the analysis of many clusters increases time complexity and sensitivity to noise; • if fewer clusters are defined, they will automatically be larger, and their elements will show less similarity to one another; they will be more robust to noise, but may smooth out significant shape details.
The evaluation measures that are applied to judge various aspects of cluster validity are traditionally classified into supervised and unsupervised approaches. In our case, since we do not have external input to fix the number of clusters, we use unsupervised techniques. Unsupervised measures of cluster validity are often based on internal indices: cluster cohesion and separation.
1. Cluster cohesion refers to compactness or tightness of the cluster. It expresses how closely related the objects in a cluster are. 2. Cluster separation refers to isolation of the clusters and how distinct or well separated a cluster is from other clus-ters. The clusters themselves should be widely separated.
There are three common approaches measuring the distance between two different clusters a. the closest member of the clusters, b. the most distant members, and c. the centres of the clusters.
Within the framework, the indices we are going to use to validate clusters are as follows:
1. Dunn index (DU) [17] It is defined as the ratio between the minimal intra-cluster distance to maximal inter-cluster distance. The Dunn index (DU) for k clusters is expressed as It tends to be maximal when the inter-cluster distances are large and the intra-cluster distances are small.
Davies-Bouldin index (DB) [14]
It identifies not only the clusters which are far from each other but also their compactness. The DB index is defined as
and dist.
where n i is the number of elements and s mean i the centroid of cluster c i . The DB index is minimal for the best number of clusters. 3. Silhouette index (SI) [36] SI computes the silhouette width for each sample, average silhouette width for each cluster and overall average silhouette width for a total data set.The silhouette is based on the comparison of cluster tightness and separation. The average silhouette width is used to decide how good the number of selected clusters is. It is an average over all observations, i.e.,
where n is the total number of elements, dist 1. i is the average distance between the element i and all other elements in its own cluster and dist 2. i is the minimum of the average distance between i and elements in other clusters. SI is maximised for the best number of clusters.
4. Score function (SF) [39] As in the DI and DB, SF is also based on inter-class and intra-class distance. It can be expressed as follows:
where k is the number of clusters of size n, s mean i the centroid of cluster c i having n i elements and s mean tot.
the centroid of all clusters. b. Within class distance (wcd)
Now the SF is computed as,
The higher the value of the SF, the more appropriate the number of clusters, i.e., it maximises the bcd and minimises the wcd.
To attest the cluster validation indices, we take the example from Fig. 6 and try to deduce the best number of clusters. In Fig. 7 we can see that every cluster validation index converges at two clusters.
Symbol recognition

Graph matching principle
The recognition framework principally follows the corresponding relation alignment (presented in Santosh et al. [44, 45] ) for matching two graphs: G1 and G2, where
where • δ(, ) computes the distance between two spatial relation signatures.
• F1 (resp. F2) is the function computing the spatial relation signature of an edge.
• σ : E1 → E2 is the correspondence function mapping edges from one graph to the other. It has to be noted that, because of the unique fixed labelling of node attribute types, this mapping is immediate and exact, and there is no underlying matching difficulty. resenting it. Note that K varies from one symbol to another. Now, we can represent a query symbol
To compute the similarity between the two symbols, the main idea is to find the best matched graphs pair. This means that we compute the distances between all possible pairs of graphs. That is, any database graph G db κ that is matched with any query graph G q κ is sufficient to find similarity between the symbols: S q and S db . Let us take any pair of symbols S † and S ‡ to formally compute the minimum distance between them, Figure 8 shows three possible cases to realise graph matching between them, without considering thick pattern clustering. Considering whole database symbols {S db } db=1,...,DB , the closest candidate for any query symbol S q , can be computed as, min db ( (S q , S db )). Note that, we are not just looking for the closest candidate, but also retrieving database symbols for any provided short-list. In the following part, we explain about how retrieval can be handled.
An inclusion of thick pattern clustering in graph matching
The aforementioned mentioned matching concept suffers from heavy computation as soon as the number of thick (a) (b) Fig. 9 Searching for the right cluster(s) where query thick pattern belongs to. In this illustration, the red-boxed cluster in a is the corresponding cluster for a query thick. To compute distance, only representative (mean) of every cluster will be taken into account as shown in b. a Searching for right cluster. b Computing distance between query thick and mean of the cluster (colour figure online) increases. To recover this, we are going to use thick pattern clustering, as mentioned before.
Step 1. For each query symbol, the first step is to allocate the cluster in which the query thick belongs to. To compute the distance between any test thick pattern labelled with a shape signature, we use a centroid of the particular cluster, i.e., δ(s a , s mean i ). It is shown in Fig. 9 . More than one cluster can be selected if a query symbol has two or more thick patterns with different shape information. Figure 10 Step 2. Once the cluster(s) is(are) selected, then the symbols related to those thick patterns, i.e., corresponding symbols are taken for matching. Our graph matching is explained in Eq. (14) .
As a consequence, for matching, we have not taken
1. all database symbols; and 2. all graphs related to a particular database symbol.
This means that a limited number of database symbols are used, i.e., {S db } db=1,..., DB , where DB ⊆ DB. In addition, for each particular database symbol S db , the number of graph matchings can be reduced toK ⊆ K . Clustering thus, helps to reduce running time.
Retrieval and ranking
The previously defined distance (, ) provides an idea of how similar/dissimilar a database symbol is, with respect to a query. In order for this similarity measure to fall into an appropriate range, we normalise (, ) to [0, 1] by taking all filtered database symbols DB,
Now the matching score, m.score(S q , S db ) = 1 − (S q , S db ). For any provided short-list, ranking can be made based on the decreasing order of matching score.
Experiments
In order to measure the impact of the vocabulary clustering compared to using relations only [44] , we have used the same dataset and experimental protocol. We use well-known state-of-the-art of shape descriptors used for thick pattern (vocabulary) clustering: Figure 11 gives an overview of the dataset we are using for our experiments. The global dataset is composed of roughly 500 different symbols, taken from electrical wiring diagrams [53] . It contains symbols that are either very similar in shape-and only differ by slight details-or, on the other hand, are completely different from a visual point of view. Symbols may also be composed of other known and significant symbols and need not necessary be connected.
Ground-truth and evaluation metric
Since there is no absolute ground-truth associated with our dataset, we have asked 6 volunteers to manually select what they consider as "similar" symbols, and we have merged their inputs to reduce possible subjective bias. They have chosen the candidates which have similar visual overall appearance or contain significantly similar parts with respect to the chosen query. In our testing protocol, we consider that a result returned from an algorithm is correct if at least one evaluator has selected the same result among similar items. In more formal terms, for each query, the "ground-truth" is considered to be the set of symbols formed by the union of all humanselected sets. In Fig. 11 , we have provided a few samples of query symbols and the corresponding lists of relevant symbols.
For every query, we rank the symbols at the output based on the distance measure described in Sect. 3. Since the number of similar symbols, according to the ground-truth, may vary a lot from one query to another, we use retrieval efficiency [21] as a measure for retrieval quality. For a chosen query and for a fixed number of K returned symbols, it can be expressed as,
where n is the number of returned relevant symbols and N the total number of relevant symbols in the dataset. Note that η K computes the traditional recall if N ≤ K and computes precision otherwise. The main advantage of this is that the average retrieval efficiency curve is not biased even with different quantities of ground-truth for different queries, which happens when using the precision metric with N < K .
Thick pattern clustering
The goal of this section is to illustrate how choices of descriptors and cluster validation indices can have an influence on the obtained clusters. The way of actually selecting the best clustering parameters will be discussed in Sect. 4.3. We are considering the application of various shape signatures on thick patterns. Since discrimination power of shape descriptors vary from one to another, the number of clusters will obviously be different. Furthermore, a change in cluster validation indices also impacts the results, as we shall show here. We are going to test different shape descriptors and perform various clustering and cluster validation indices on each of them in Sect. 4.3. The following section uses GFD [60] as an example.
Clustering using GFD
We have sampled the GFD parameters from 4 to 12 for the radial and from 6 to 20 for angular frequencies. For each of these values, we have computed the Dunn and DB clustering indices. Figure 12 shows the effect of these changes on the number of clusters obtained. For example, we get 33 clusters from Dunn and 30 clusters from DB when we take radial and angular frequencies values of (6, 16) . For more clarity, each value in Fig. 12 (i.e., number of clusters in red box, for instance), we have provided a complete illustration in Fig. 13 about how cluster validation indices select different number of clusters. The observation is that depending on the chosen parameters (i.e., GFD parameters) and criteria (i.e., validation indices), the final number of clusters can vary widely. 
Clustering using other shape descriptors
For the remaining shape descriptors, mentioned before, like SC, Zernike moments, R-signature, D-Radon, a similar cluster validation process has been carried out. In Sect. 4.3, the effect of the use of all shape descriptors on retrieval performance will be presented. This goes with the appropriate choice of cluster validation index.
Results and analysis
Related previous work
Since the approach is the extension of a previous work, we admit some of the points and conclusions described in Santosh et al. [44] and get directly to the point for comparisons with the existing state-of-the-art. For clarity, we recall some of the experimental setup choices, such as the use of retrieval efficiency, as described in Sect. 4.1, which has been systematically computed for values of K = 1 to 10, over 30 queries, for all experiments described in this section.
1. In the previous approach, called RLM [44] , we have studied the influence of different resolutions for the angular sampling steps. Its value represents the trade-off between the optimal choice of resolution-and thus precision of spatio-structural information capture-and time/space requirements. As reported in Santosh et al. [44] , the best trade-off is 3 • , which is the value we adopt for the rest of our experiments. During its comparison with most state-of-the-art spatial relation models such as coneshaped [30] , angle histogram [55] and MBR [31] , MBR came out as the best performer among the three competing benchmarking relation models. RLM performed better than MBR with a substantial difference of more than 30 %. 2. Similarly, a series of experiments reported in Santosh et al. [43, 44] study the appropriateness of a set of major state-of-the-art shape descriptors such as Zernike moments (ZM) [23] , R-signature [47] , SC [4] , GFD [60] Fig. 14 A selection of pattern clustering results on thick components, using GFD shape descriptor and Davies-Bouldin and D-Radon [43] . D-Radon performs best, but with a 12 % lower performance, on average, with respect to RLM. 3. Furthermore, we have also compared RLM to pixel-based approaches specially designed for symbol recognition: statistical integration of histogram array (SIHA) [58] and Kernel density matching (KDM) [62] , using the same protocol as described before. In this comparison, RLM outperforms KDM, the best performer of the two tested descriptors. Figure 15 gives an overview of the observed performance differences between all tested methods.
Integrating vocabulary clustering with spatial relations
Following the reported results in Fig. 15 , in this section, we aim to see how the integration of thick pattern selection (with spatial relations) improves the retrieval performance. Our query thick pattern selection is based on clustering mentioned in Sect. 2.2. Clustering performance is based on shape signatures and cluster validation indices. Therefore, we take both into account in order to assess a suitable combination for this application. Figure 16 shows the comparison of performance of cluster validation indices for different shape descriptors. In the tests, we observe and analyse retrieval performances on a one-to-one basis. Overall, GFD outperforms all, but DRadon performs almost equally having a marginal difference. Zernike moments, shape context and R-signature are lagging behind.
Selection of shape descriptors does not only provide a complete process, while it needs to account cluster validation indices, on the other hand. As said previously, different cluster validation indices provide different results. As a consequence, overall retrieval performance is affected. As shown in Fig. 16 , for all shape descriptions, Dunn and DB indices provide almost similar advancements, while the remaining silhouette and sore-function do not. Therefore, either Dunn or DB index will be the appropriate choice for this application. For a quick visual illustration, as an example is taken as a query symbol. Using D-Radon to describe the shape of thick , the first seven ranked database symbols retrieved are as follows, A few more queries are illustrated in Fig. 17 where DRadon is used to describe the shape of the thick for clustering and DB index is used to validate the cluster. In this illustration, the first symbol on the top always corresponds to the query symbol and retrieved symbols are ranked from top to bottom based on the order of similarity. These retrieval examples provide an idea of how far the retrieval performance after integrating vocabulary clustering has been advanced. After integrating vocabulary clustering, we have found that retrieval symbols are visually better ranked in addition to its efficacy.
Along with relational signature matching, query thick pattern selection via clustering advances retrieval performance. However, no surprising difference is observed. The major reason is that not all query symbols contain thick pattern in their vocabulary type sets. In other words, absence of thick vocabulary type means ranking has been made only through relation alignment, with eventually no change in retrieval performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the concept to describe the shape of the extracted visual vocabulary that shows significant shape variations and integrate relations that exist between them. Keeping the ARG framework, our intelligent concept of using shape descriptor via clustering provides an immediate retrieval applications. We have comprehensively studied unsupervised clustering and evaluated with several different well-known validation indices. In our tests, we have observed the behaviour of the well-known state-of-the-art shape descriptors.
Very specifically, we have employed thick pattern clustering and use the related clusters with respect to the query for relation alignment. Clustering of thick patterns thus opens a global concept that it can be applied for any other visual primitives. Overall, we bring an attention to the use of a hybrid approach in symbol recognition since it combines both worlds: structural and statistical.
